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Una Nuova Italia
Simon Gilson's new volume provides the first in-depth account of the critical and
editorial reception in Renaissance Italy, particularly Florence, Venice and Padua,
of the work of Dante Alighieri (1265–1321). Gilson investigates a range of textual
frameworks and related contexts that influenced the way in which Dante's work
was produced and circulated, from editing and translation to commentaries,
criticism and public lectures. In so doing he modifies the received notion that
Dante and his work were eclipsed during the Renaissance. Central themes of
investigation include the contestation of Dante's authority as a 'classic' writer and
the various forms of attack and defence employed by his detractors and
partisans. The book pays close attention not only to the Divine Comedy but also
to the Convivio and other of Dante's writings, and explores the ways in which the
reception of these works was affected by contemporary developments in
philology, literary theory, philosophy, theology, science and printing.
This popular text provides a detailed study of the social and economic structures
that underpin the Italian political system. Thoroughly updated, the second edition
covers the 1994 election results and the rise of Berlusconi's Forza Italia, the
impact of European integration and the anti-corruption campaign of the early 90s.
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Publisher Description
One of two volumes originating from a conference on Italian cultural studies held
at Dartmouth College in 2010. The first volume is entitled New perspectives in
Italian cultural studies: definitions, theory, and accented practices.
New Perspectives in Italian Cultural Studies, Volume 2: The Arts and History
deals with practicing cultural studies by offering articles that are valuable for both
scholars of Italian studies and students interested in a cultural studies approach.
Divided in four sections, the articles included offer complex approaches to
literature, film, the visual arts, and a particular moment in Italian history with
which Italians are still coming to terms, fascism.
A Companion to Roman Italy investigates the impactof Rome in all its
forms—political, cultural, social, andeconomic—upon Italy’s various regions, as
well as theextent to which unification occurred as Rome became the capital
ofItaly. The collection presents new archaeological data relating to thesites of
Roman Italy Contributions discuss new theories of how to understandcultural
change in the Italian peninsula Combines detailed case-studies of particular sites
withwider-ranging thematic chapters Leading contributors not only make
accessible the most recentwork on Roman Italy, but also offer fresh insight on
long standingdebates
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Between 1917 to 1975 Germany, Italy, Portugal, the Soviet Union, and Spain shifted from
liberal parliamentary democracies to authoritarian and totalitarian dictatorships, seeking total
control, mass consensus, and the constitution of a 'new man/woman' as the foundation of a
modern collective social identity. As they did so these regimes uniformly adopted what we
would call a modernist aesthetic – huge-scale experiments in modernism were funded and
supported by fascist and totalitarian dictators. Famous examples include Mussolini's New
Rome at EUR, or the Stalinist apartment blocks built in urban Russia. Focusing largely on
Mussolini's Italy, Francesca Billiani argues that modernity was intertwined irrecoverably with
fascism – that too often modernist buildings, art and writings are seen as a purely cultural
output, when in fact the principles of modernist aesthetics constitute and are constituted by the
principles of fascism. The obsession with the creation of the 'new man' in art and in reality
shows this synergy at work. This book is a key contribution to the field of twentieth century
history – particularly in the study of fascism, while also appealing to students of art history and
philosophy.
This book investigates Italian foreign cultural policy from the 1947 Constitution to the present.
How has Italy conveyed its language and culture to the outside world? Where does the Italian
experience fit into a wider international context? Finally, what can be learned from the answers
to such questions in relation to the Italian experience in Australia?
This handbook has two purposes: it is intended (1) as a handbook of Etruscology or Etruscan
Studies, offering a state-of-the-art and comprehensive overview of the history of the discipline
and its development, and (2) it serves as an authoritative reference work representing the
current state of knowledge on Etruscan civilization. The organization of the volume reflects this
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dual purpose. The first part of the volume is dedicated to methodology and leading themes in
current research, organized thematically, whereas the second part offers a diachronic account
of Etruscan history, culture, religion, art & archaeology, and social and political relations and
structures, as well as a systematic treatment of the topography of the Etruscan civilization and
sphere of influence. ?
This book examines the artistic policies of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) during the early
post-war years (1944–1951), after the defeat of Fascism in Europe and the outbreak of the
Cold War. It brings together theoretical debates on artists’ political engagement and an
extensive critical apparatus, providing the reader with an historical framework for wider
reflections on the relationship between art and politics. After 1944, the PCI became the biggest
Communist organisation in the West, placing Italy in an ambiguous position regarding the other
European countries. Nevertheless, the immediate strategy of the Communists was not
revolution, but liberation from Fascism and the establishment of a democratic system from
which a genuine Italian path to Socialism could be found. Taking Antonio Gramsci’s notion of
hegemony as a theoretical basis, the Communists intended to generate a progressive social
bloc capable of achieving wide consensus within civil society before taking power. In order to
accomplish this goal, the collaboration from intellectuals was necessary. The artistic policy of
the Italian Communist Party was tailored to this end, counting on representatives from all
groups and tendencies of the time, particularly those artists who rejected the imperialistic,
autarchic pseudo-classicism that characterised most of Italian art throughout the Fascist years.
In the 1930s, international, Modernist and cosmopolitan European culture became an escape
route to artists seeking a way out of the oppressive cultural atmosphere of inter-war Italy.
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However, in the 1940s and 1950s, many of these artists experienced a deep transformation in
their work after they became politically involved with the PCI, and were exposed to
international Communist culture – and Socialist Realism in particular. This was conveyed not
only by conscious changes in their subjects, their style and their material means of expression,
but also in the public they addressed and in their own conception of themselves as artistic
authors. Hence, at a time when the world was divided into two opposed camps, each heavily
inflected by ideological allegiance and supported by powerful propaganda apparatuses, Italian
Communist artists became the protagonists of a novel intellectual-political project which
pursued the synthesis between antagonistic cultural blocs.
Quali sono state le tendenze elettorali delle più grandi città italiane degli ultimi anni? Come
sono cambiate le dinamiche di voto? Che cosa ci dice il risultato elettorale delle
amministrative? Quali sono le forze in campo, e quali strategie verranno adottate alle prossime
elezioni? A queste e altre domande cerca di rispondere Città al voto. Storia elettorale delle
grandi città italiane (Torino, Milano, Roma, Napoli) . Perché se sono molti i fattori a cui prestare
attenzione per comprendere lo scenario politico locale, è necessario riflettere sui fenomeni che
hanno coinvolto e scosso la vita politica e sociale delle città, segnandone lo sviluppo. A volte
specchio delle elezioni politiche, altre volte anomalia dirompente, negli ultimi anni la corsa allo
scranno di primo cittadino ha evidenziato la trasformazione del tessuto politico delle città,
segnando, per esempio, l’avanzare delle deste nelle periferie, a discapito di una sinistra più
concentrata a cercare di convincere gli abitanti dei quartieri centrali. Quello di Città al voto è un
percorso storico e sociale – documentato da percentuali e statistiche, analisi delle campagne
elettorali e dichiarazioni dei candidati – che ci mostra com’erano e come sono diventate
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quattro delle più importanti città italiane: fornendo, allo stesso tempo, un’indispensabile guida
per non arrivare impreparati alle prossime elezioni comunali.
In many European languages the National Standard Variety is converging with spoken,
informal, and socially marked varieties. In Italian this process is giving rise to a new standard
variety called Neo-standard Italian, which partly consists of regional features. This book
contributes to current research on standardization in Europe by offering a comprehensive
overview of the re-standardization dynamics in Italian. Each chapter investigates a specific
dynamic shaping the emergence of Neo-standard Italian and Regional Standard Varieties,
such as the acceptance of previously non-standard features, the reception of Old Italian
features excluded from the standard variety, the changing standard language ideology, the
retention of features from Italo-Romance dialects, the standardization of patterns borrowed
from English, and the developmental tendencies of standard Italian in Switzerland. The
contributions investigate phonetic/phonological, prosodic, morphosyntactic, and lexical
phenomena, addressed by several empirical methodologies and theoretical vantage points.
This work is of interest to scholars and students working on language variation and change,
especially those focusing on standard languages and standardization dynamics.

This book addresses the process of decentralization in Italy, examined from the
perspective of political parties. In particular, it assesses whether and to what extent the
dynamics of party competition are likely to shape policy agenda and affect policy
change. The author starts by providing a thorough account of the process and history of
Italian decentralization and the policy outcomes achieved over time, before discussing
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how party attention to an issue triggers related policy changes (manipulation of
salience). Next, the focus shifts to the concrete positions adopted by parties on
decentralization to assess whether the pattern of party competition has been
consensual or adversarial, and how this pattern influenced the process of reform
(manipulation of position). Finally, the author examines the role of frames in party
competition. This volume offers essential research that will prove useful to a variety of
audiences, ranging from scholars of territorial and Italian politics to those interested in
agenda-setting, policy change, and party politics.
Diese Sammlung von Aufsätzen leistet einen Beitrag zur Debatte um das Geist-KörperProblem aus der Sicht des enaktiven Ansatzes mit einem Fokus auf
Sinngebungsprozesse und Wahrnehmung. Sie deckt dabei die Fachgebiete der
Soziologie, Philosophie des Geistes, Ästhetik, Musikwissenschaft, Human-RobotInteraction, Medien, Literaturwissenschaft, Kognitionswissenschaft und Computer
Science ab. Der Band wendet sich an alle Forschende und Studierende, die sich über
die Grenzen des eigenen Faches hinaus mit menschlicher Kognition und der Interaktion
von kognitiven Systemen mit ihrer Umwelt auseinandersetzen.
This book compares the Italian Fascist and the Spanish Falangist political cultures from
the early 1930s to the early 1940s, using the idea of the nation as the focus of the
comparison. It argues that the discourse on the nation represented a common
denominator between these two manifestations of the fascist phenomenon in
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Mussolini’s Italy and Franco’s Spain. Exploring the similarities and differences
between these two political cultures, this study investigates how Fascist and Falangist
ideologues defined and developed their own idea of the nation over time to legitimise
their power within their respective countries. It examines to what extent their concept of
the nation influenced Italian and Spanish domestic and foreign policies. The book offers
a four-level framework for understanding the evolution of the fascist idea of the nation:
the ideology of the nation, the imperial projects of Fascism and Falangism, race and the
nation, and the place of these cultures in the new Nazi continental order. In doing so, it
shows how these ideas of the nation had significant repercussions on fascist political
practice.
Growing up in Walltown, Italy presents an ethnographic account of the culture of early
childhood education, as it is constructed in two municipal schools (a nursery and a
childhood school) of an Italian town, explored through extensive participant observation
and interviews of educators, teachers, school coordinators, mothers, and cooks and
school staff. After providing background information on Italian early childhood
education, the author describes and interprets the process of children's insertion into
the world of the school as a "passage" whose ritual steps—initially accompanied by a
parent—are carefully prepared by educators and teachers, so that the "passengers" will
successfully settle in, and become competent members and participants of the
respective educational communities. The author focuses on the educational and
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cultural learning that children between six months and five years of age attain by
exercising their agency, capacity for communication, interaction and responsibility, and
imagination in planned educational projects, daily activities as the "reading time" and
convivial appointments as meals. The educators' and teachers' professional and
personal engagement and care, together with the collaboration of the other school
people, are thoroughly illustrated, and their meaningful attention to, and respect for
children's pace of learning and participation are pointed out.
Catholics and Communists in Twentieth-Century Italy explores the critical moments in
the relationship between the Catholic world and the Italian left, providing unmatched
insight into one of the most significant dynamics in political and religious history in Italy
in the last hundred years. The book covers the Catholic Communist movement in Rome
(1937-45), the experience of the Resistenza, the governmental collaboration between
the Catholic Party (DC) and the Italian Communist Party (PCI) until 1947, and the
dialogue between some of the key figures in both spheres in the tensest years of the
Cold War. Daniela Saresella even goes on to consider the legacy that these
interactions have left in Italy in the 21st century. This pioneering study is the first on the
subject in the English language and is of vital significance to historians of modern Italy
and the Church alike.
First published in 2004, Medieval Italy: An Encyclopedia provides an introduction to the
many and diverse facets of Italian civilization from the late Roman empire to the end of
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the fourteenth century. It presents in two volumes articles on a wide range of topics
including history, literature, art, music, urban development, commerce and economics,
social and political institutions, religion and hagiography, philosophy and science. This
illustrated, A-Z reference is a cross-disciplinary resource and will be of key interest not
only to students and scholars of history but also to those studying a range of subjects,
as well as the general reader.
This book consisting of 21 articles is the result of three different symposia held in Zadar
(2013), Moscow (2014) and Strasbourg (2016) with focus on two major topics:
Glottogenesis and Conflicts in Europe and Safeguarding and protection of European
lesser-used languages as formulated in the 1992 EU-Charter. PART I: Univ. of Zadar
GLOTTOGENESIS ON THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT: General Introduction
(Ureland), Hamel: From the Ice Age to modern languages SOUTHERN EUROPE:
Genesis of French (Schmitt), Italian (Agresti, Begioni) and Spanish (Lüdtke) SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE: Genesis of Croatian (Socanac, Granic, Skelin Horvat/Simicic;
Skevin/Markovic; Bulgarian (Choparinova) EASTERN EUROPE: Genesis of Russian
(Oleinichenko, Iamshanova) CENTRAL EUROPE: Genesis of Germanic (Krasukhin)
WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE: Genesis of (Celtic): (Broderick) NORTHERN
EUROPE: Genesis of North Sámi (Weinstock) PART II: Linguistic Institute of the
Academy of Sciences Moscow Introduction (Ureland); Report on the Moscow Round
Table (De Geer); The LSJ-Project (Steller) PART III: René Schickele-Gesellschaft and
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Council of Europe, Strasbourg Introduction (Ureland); Kalmyk (Bitkeeva); Latin
(Merolle); Colloquium in Strasbourg (Woehrling)
This book is devoted to the relation between bullying at school and ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, and disability. In examining the interactions between bullying and
discrimination, the authors set out from the premise that the current practice of
intercultural education does not systematically address the issue of bullying, as
evidenced by the lack, within schools, of intercultural education projects. The starting
point for the work is a survey conducted in ten European countries on a sample of
about 9,000 students including immigrants and natives. The research provides
important information on which factors deserve special attention when formulating
interventions in the classroom with the aim of preventing or combating discriminatory
bullying. If intercultural education is called upon to handle the fight against any form of
discrimination, it cannot shirk from addressing the issue of bullying discrimination. The
results represent a sound, stimulating basis for broad and realistic reflections on
discriminatory bullying and intercultural education, and show that intercultural pedagogy
needs to be appropriately equipped theoretically. This book will be an indispensable
tool for those seeking a thorough understanding of the new challenges facing
intercultural education and the means of overcoming them. On that basis, innovative
education practices should be developed with the aim of spreading a culture of nonviolence and intercultural dialogue.
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This book offers a unique and fascinating examination of British and Irish responses to
Italian independence and unification in the mid-nineteenth century. Chapters explore
the interplay of religion, politics, exile, feminism, colonialism and romanticism in fuelling
impassioned debates on the 'Italian question' on both sides of the Irish Sea.
In this fascinating account of the master social scientist and policy innovator, Gino
Germani, written by his daughter, the reader will find a rich social and intellectual
history. Germani's life traversed Italy under Mussolini's fascism, Argentina under
Peronism, and North America during the glorious days of the social sciences' postwar
expansion. With high irony, the biography concludes with Germani's return to Naples,
Italy, as what Ana Germani correctly calls "an outsider in the homeland." This is a
volume that should be uniquely appealing to area specialists, social psychologists, and
those concerned with the cross-currents of politics and society. From his youth in Italy,
which he left as a result of persecution by the Fascist authorities, through his long and
distinguished career in international social science, and a career carved out in a series
of exiles, Germani maintained a unity of purpose based on a liberal world outlook in
political terms and a struggle against totalitarianism. Social science was the cement
that bound Germani's affirmations of democracy and his opposition to dictatorship. In
Argentina, Germani is recognized as the founder of modern scientific sociology. There
as elsewhere, his work was grounded on the presumption that a biometric society was
the ground on which all science develops. Living and working during one of the most
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fertile periods in the development of social research in Argentina, Germani was the
central protagonist of its most fertile period. Argentina served as a central focal point for
discussion and debate on the practices of modern societies and the cultural forms.
Whether in Italy, Argentina, or the United States, German's work took seriously the
individual and transpersonal events that helped form social structures of modernization.
The book is rich in details, providing a full bibliography of the works of Germani, his
relationships with foundations, universities and personnel, and brief profiles of
individuals who worked with and knew him.
This Encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on Medieval Italy, while
offering a sweeping view of all aspects of life in Italy during the Middle Ages. This two
volume, illustrated, A-Z reference is a cross-disciplinary resource for information on
literature, history, the arts, science, philosophy, and religion in Italy between A.D. 450
and 1375. For more information including the introduction, a full list of entries and
contributors, a generous selection of sample pages, and more, visit the Medieval Italy:
An Encyclopedia website.
Contemporary Italian Filmmaking is an innovative critique of Italian filmmaking in the
aftermath of World War II - as it moves beyond traditional categories such as genre film
and auteur cinema. Manuela Gieri demonstrates that Luigi Pirandello's revolutionary
concept of humour was integral to the development of a counter-tradition in Italian
filmmaking that she defines `humoristic'. She delineates a `Pirandellian genealogy' in
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Italian cinema, literature, and culture through her examination of the works of Federico
Fellini, Ettore Scola, and many directors of the `new generation, ' such as Nanni
Moretti, Gabriele Salvatores, Maurizio Nichetti, and Giuseppe Tornatore. A celebrated
figure of the theatrical world, Luigi Pirandello (1867-1936) is little known beyond Italy for
his critical and theoretical writings on cinema and for his screenplays. Gieri brings to
her reading of Pirandello's work the critical parameters offered by psychoanalysis,
poststructuralism, and postmodernism to develop a syncretic and transcultural vision of
the history of Italian cinema. She identifies two fundamental trends of development in
this tradition: the `melodramatic imagination' and the `humoristic, ' or comic,
imagination. With her focus on the humoristic imagination, Gieri describes a
`Pirandellian mode' derived from his revolutionary utterances on the cinema and
narrative, and specifically, from his essay on humour, L'umorismo (On Humour, 1908).
She traces a history of the Pirandellian mode in cinema and investigates its
characteristics, demonstrating the original nature of Italian filmmaking that is particularly
indebted to Pirandello's interpretation of humour.
Organizations, governments, and corporations are all concerned with distributing their
goods and services to those who need them most, consequently benefiting in the
process. Only by carefully considering the interrelated nature of social systems can
organizations achieve the success they strive for. Economics: Concepts, Methodolgies,
Tools, and Applications explores the interactions between market agents and their
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impact on global prosperity. Incorporating both theoretical background and advanced
concepts in the discipline, this multi-volume reference is intended for policymakers,
economists, business leaders, governmental and non-governmental organizations, and
students of economic theory.
Westphalian constitutionalism has shaped our understanding of politics, socio-political
institutions and personal and political freedom for centuries. It is historically based in
the foundations of Western modernity, such as humanism and rationalism, and is
organised around familiar principles of national sovereignty, the rule of law, the
separation of powers, and democracy. But since the end of the twentieth century, global
constitutionalism has gradually emerged, challenging both the constitutional ideology
and the constitutional design of Westphalian constitutional law. This book critically
assesses the structural and functional transformations in the Westphalian constitutional
tradition produced by the emergence of supranational and global constitutionalism. In
so doing, it evaluates the theory of global constitutionalism, its legal and socio-political
limits, and important issues concerning the supranational constitutionalism of the EU.
This leads to an articulation of the constitutional theory of the emerging postWestphalian constitutionalism, examining its development during a period of
significantly increased access to and sharing of information, increased mobility and
more open statehood, as well as the rise of human rights and its encounter with
populism and nationalism. This book will be of great interest to scholars of constitutional
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law and theory, particularly those with an interest in globalisation and supranationalism.
Chi sono veramente gli italiani oggi? Come sono cambiati negli ultimi 16 anni? Rabbia
e disgusto sono il mood di sfondo, ma il Paese non è fermo, si muove, vuole cambiare,
vuole farla finita con corruzione e cricche. Vuole transitare verso un nuovo modo di
essere società, di qualità del vivere e di fare politica. È un’Italia ossimorica, un po’
anticapitalista, anticasta quanto basta, spaventata dal futuro, alla ricerca di segni di
moderatezza e di un’élite degna di tal nome, in definitiva di un’idea di Paese forte e
seria. Un libro per capire e scoprire, per cogliere le metamorfosi e le fratture che
attraversano l’Italia di oggi: dalla sicurezza all’immigrazione all’Europa; dalla religione
e Papa Bergoglio alle nuove famiglie, alle unioni civili; dalle urne alle motivazioni di
voto, alla partecipazione, all’astensione, al populismo, alla voglia di comunità; dai
Millennials alle politiche di genere, al consumo post crisi, alla shopping experience, al
web come shopping trainer, fino alle banche, alle cooperative, ai giudizi feroci sulla
classe dirigente, alla green economy e alla nuova economia comunitaria (NEC). Il
volume offre uno sguardo a 360 gradi sul paese. Una sequenza di flashback agile da
leggere, ricca di dati e suggestioni, fondata sull’attività di indagine di SWG, con oltre
70.000 interviste di riferimento. Un testo chiaro e scorrevole, una bussola per l’oggi e
per individuare le strade che si aprono per l’Italia.
Cosa spiega i sorprendenti risultati delle elezioni politiche? Quali strategie hanno
messo in campo leader e partiti nella campagna elettorale, dai grandi vincitori Di Maio e
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Salvini a Renzi, Berlusconi e Grasso? Il libro affronta il voto del 4 marzo sotto due
aspetti: come si è sviluppata la campagna elettorale dal punto di vista della
comunicazione politica? E quali motivazioni stanno dietro all’affermazione del
Movimento 5 Stelle e della Lega e alla débâcle del PD? Osservatori privilegiati e
specialisti della comunicazione politica e dell’analisi elettorale esaminano messaggi e
strategie dei vari schieramenti e analizzano mappe e risultati del voto, aiutando a
comprendere a fondo i risultati delle elezioni politiche del 4 marzo 2018. Con i dati
esclusivi del sondaggio svolto da Quorum/YouTrend a ridosso del voto per capire chi
ha votato chi e perché. Un libro indispensabile per capire le elezioni che hanno
cambiato l’Italia.
This new paperback edition of the The World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre:
Europe covers theatre since World War II in forty-seven European nations, including
the nations which re-emerged following the break-up of the former USSR,
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Each national article is divided into twelve sections History, Structure of the National Theatre Community, Artistic profile, Music Theatre,
Theatre for Young Audiences, Puppet Theatre, Design, Theatre, Space and
Architecture, Training, Criticism, Scholarship and Publishing and Further Reading allowing the reader to use the book as a source for both area and subject studies. A
new preface and further reading sections by the Series Editor brings the Encyclopedia
bang up-to-date making it invaluable to anyone interested in European theatre, as well
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as students and scholars of performance studies, history, anthropology and cultural
studies.
The intellectual societies known as Academies played a vital role in the development of
culture, and scholarly debate throughout Italy between 1525-1700. They were
fundamental in establishing the intellectual networks later defined as the ‘République
des Lettres’, and in the dissemination of ideas in early modern Europe, through print,
manuscript, oral debate and performance. This volume surveys the social and cultural
role of Academies, challenging received ideas and incorporating recent archival
findings on individuals, networks and texts. Ranging over Academies in both major and
smaller or peripheral centres, these collected studies explore the interrelationships of
Academies with other cultural forums. Individual essays examine the fluid nature of
academies and their changing relationships to the political authorities; their role in the
promotion of literature, the visual arts and theatre; and the diverse membership
recorded for many academies, which included scientists, writers, printers, artists,
political and religious thinkers, and, unusually, a number of talented women.
Contributions by established international scholars together with studies by younger
scholars active in this developing field of research map out new perspectives on the
dynamic place of the Academies in early modern Italy. The publication results from the
research collaboration ‘The Italian Academies 1525-1700: the first intellectual networks
of early modern Europe’ funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and is
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edited by the senior investigators.
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